Abstract: With the recent progresses in computer performance and simulation techniques, it is becoming feasible to apply full three-dimensional wave-based numerical simulation techniques to large-scale problems of real-life sound propagation outdoors. In the present paper, a reconstruction technique for real-life urban geometries with full reproduction of the roof shapes and for the ground profiles using digital geographic information is presented. Also, a generation technique for the uniform rectilinear grid used in finite-difference time-domain simulations is presented. The types of geographic dataset used for the reconstruction are a digital surface model and a two-dimensional building outline map. For comparison, another geometry with flat building roofs, which is the type of geometry used in former noise-mapping studies using empirical models, is created. Comparison of the results of finitedifference time-domain acoustic simulations performed over the geometries shows sound pressure level differences above and behind buildings. The maximum level difference of 10 dB in magnitude indicates the necessity of proper reconstruction of the roof shapes in real-life urban acoustic simulations.
INTRODUCTION
With the recent progresses in computer performance and simulation techniques, it is becoming feasible to apply full three-dimensional wave-based numerical simulation techniques to large-scale problems of sound propagation outdoors. Such applications include sound propagation over a hill [1] , an idealized urban terrain [2] and abstract urban canyons [3] . Wave-based techniques are also used to study noise mitigation measures in urban situations such as façade and roof treatments [4] , vegetation belts [5] and the greening of building surfaces [6] .
However, the applications to real-life urban areas have not been explored much. This is presumably because there has been no proper urban geometry reconstruction technique for acoustic simulations including the reconstruction of buildings. A number of urban reconstruction techniques have been proposed in the fields of computer graphics and computer vision [7] . Most of the techniques focus on either an elaborate reconstruction of a small number of buildings from ground photography using a complex computer vision algorithm [8] or a photorealistic (visually convincing but not always geometrically accurate) reconstruction of a massive urban area using parametrized geometric primitives [9] . In contrast, a reconstruction technique for acoustic simulations should be able to handle an urban area of at least several hundred meters square, should require no parametrization and is better if its implementation is not too difficult for an acoustician (a nonexpert of computer vision). Also, the data source used for the technique should be readily available.
In a former study, the authors attempted to address the geometry reconstruction problem through the proposal of a linearized Euler simulation technique for an outdoor sound propagation problem over a real-life urban area using a geometry reconstructed from digital geographic information [10] . However, the study was conceptual in that the frequency target of the simulation was as low as approximately 30 Hz owing to the use of a finite-difference grid of 1 m spacing forced by the limitation of the technique. Specifically, the applicability of the geometry reconstruction technique was limited by the following points: (1) The technique performs staircasing of the original building geometry with alignment to a grid system of hard-coded 1 m spacing. The staircasing prohibits accurate reproduction of the original geometry, especially required for high-frequency simulations. ( 2) The technique only reproduces building shapes and not the terrain profile. Hence, the application of the technique is limited to flat terrain areas. In this study, a novel geometry reconstruction technique is presented. The technique does not perform staircasing of the original geometry at the stage of the geometry reconstruction. Also, the technique can reproduce the terrain profile. Thereafter, a generation technique for the uniform rectilinear grid used in finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulations is presented. The staircasing is only performed at the grid generation stage. The techniques are tested over a real-life area in Niigata prefecture, Japan, through FDTD acoustic simulations. The results are compared with those obtained by a geometry with the reproduced terrain profile but with flat building roofs.
GEOMETRY RECONSTRUCTION

Input Data Models
Three-dimensional urban models that include the full three-dimensional geometries of buildings are already available (e.g. [11] ). Such models may be used off-theshelf but often cost too much and their present areas of coverage are limited to the centers of big cities. Relatively affordable full three-dimensional models [12] exist, but the models reproduce buildings only with flat roofs. Instead, following the former study [10] , the two types of more readily and universally available digital geographic models listed below are used as the input for the reconstruction of a full three-dimensional urban geometry.
(1) A digital two-dimensional ðx; yÞ map (called a 2D map hereafter) with a scale of 1:2 500. The 2D map contains building façade outlines projected to a horizontal surface [13] . (2) A digital surface model (DSM) that contains a collection of three-dimensional points ðx; y; zÞ (a point cloud), where z is the elevation at ðx; yÞ. The elevations include not only natural terrain heights but also the heights of buildings and other objects above the terrain surface. The specific model used in the present study has a rated average resolution (a rated average distance between adjacent points) of 2 m in the horizontal direction [14] . The rated standard errors are 30 and 15 cm in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Adjustment to Building Outlines
In 2D maps, building outlines in dense urban areas are often made to come in contact with each other, as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) . Such an arrangement impedes sound propagation through the canyon between the buildings, which should exist in real-life situations. To yield the sound propagation, buildings are uniformly set back by 0.15 m, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , before the geometry reconstruction process described in Sect. 2.3 and thereafter. The operation needs to be a setback operation, not a simple operation of shrinking to the centroid of each building, because the shrinking may cause a collision between the buildings as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The buffer function of the computational geometry library GEOS [15] is used for the calculation of the setback geometry. The setback distance of 0.15 m is chosen so that minimal sound propagation occurs between the buildings. Applying the 0.15 m setback operation to adjacent buildings opens a canyon of 0.3 m width between the buildings. The width yields three FDTD grid points for the grids of 0.1 m spacing used in the study, as stated in Sect. 5.1. In a future study, the setback distance should be determined appropriately following studies such as [16] .
Procedure of Roof Shape Reconstruction
Following the setback operation, building roofs are reconstructed as follows. The procedure is also schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 , in which the subfigure numbers correspond to the item numbers below.
(1) Load the two-dimensional building outlines and surface point cloud (called DSM points hereafter) in the subject area from the 2D map and the DSM, (4) take place in two-dimensional space ðx; yÞ with the z coordinates of the DSM points being ignored. In steps (5)-(6), the coordinate system is extended to threedimensional space ðx; y; zÞ with the z axis being the height direction. In the transition from the two-dimensional system of step (4) to the three-dimensional system of step (5), the coordinate system of the outline segments is also extended to three dimensions with a tentative value of zero being given to the z coordinates.
To load the models and extract the DSM points in step (2), the geospatial library GDAL [17] is used. For the triangulation in step (4), several ready-made meshing libraries are available. Among the libraries, Gmsh [18] and Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [19] are tested. A detailed discussion of the test is omitted for brevity. It was found that Gmsh produces better triangulations and is chosen as the triangulator.
Extrapolation of the Building Outline Heights at
the Roofs The extrapolation in step (6) of the roof reconstruction procedure in Sect. 2.3 is a two-step procedure as described below. The procedure is also schematically illustrated in Fig. 3 , in which the subfigure numbers correspond to the item numbers below.
(1) Scan all segment nodes. If a node is found to be connected to the triangulation with DSM points, use the maximum height of the connected DSM points as the height of the node. (2) For a node that is not connected to any of the DSM points, use the maximum of the adjacent segment node heights given by step (1). This step is necessary to compensate for incomplete triangulation, which is sometimes inevitable owing to the complexity of the triangulation operation. The maximum height is used in step (1) because the heights of some of the DSM points near the segment nodes are affected by the ground height owing to measurement errors in light detection and ranging (LiDAR) scanning, as shown in Fig. 10 of Sect. 4.2. The influence of the erroneous heights is excluded by using the maximum height.
Reconstruction of the Ground
The geometry reconstruction technique for the ground is reciprocal to that for the roofs as summarized below. (1)- (6) (1) The DSM points that do not lie inside any of the building outlines are extracted. (2) Create a boundary outline that encloses the subject area. Thereafter, divide the boundary outline into segments, each of which has an approximate length of the DSM resolution. (3) Create a triangulation using the boundary outline segments, the building outline segments created in step (3) of Sect. 2.3 and the DSM points. (4) Elevate the DSM points to their heights. (5) Elevate the boundary and building outline segments by extrapolation of the heights of the DSM points extracted in step (1) . The extrapolation technique is explained in Sect. 2.6.
Extrapolation of Building Outline
Heights at the Ground The resolution of the DSM model used in the study, 2 m, is too sparse for the ground geometries of narrow building canyons to be properly reconstructed, as shown in Fig. 4 . Even if DSM points exist in the building canyons, the heights of the DSM points are not accurate because buildings adjacent to the canyon affect airborne LiDAR scanning, by which the DSM model is obtained. Hence, the ground geometries of the narrow building canyons are reconstructed by interpolation of the DSM point heights outside the canyon as follows. The procedure is also schematically illustrated in Fig. 5 , in which the subfigure numbers correspond to the item numbers below.
(1) Take a segment node (called a subject node hereafter) and search for other segment nodes within a two-hop distance from the subject node in the triangulation. If a searched for segment node is on a different outline from the subject node, it is marked as a ''canyon node.'' (2) Search for DSM points within a two-hop distance from the subject node and set the height of the searched for DSM point with the second smallest height as the height of the subject node. If there is only one searched for DSM point, the height of the point is used. The operation is done for all segment nodes regardless of whether or not they are canyon nodes. (3) After finishing steps (1) and (2) for all segment nodes, the heights of successive canyon nodes are interpolated from their adjacent noncanyon segment nodes. (4) Set the height of the subject node to the DSM points within a two-hop distance. If a DSM point is referred to by two or more canyon nodes, the smallest height is used.
Step (1) detects the building canyons.
Step (2) sets the heights of the segment nodes. The second smallest height is used in step (2) because the heights of some of the DSM points near the segment nodes are affected by the building height owing to measurement errors in LiDAR scanning. At the same time, the redistribution of anomalously low DSM point heights in step (4) is avoided by using the second smallest height. However, the heights of the canyon nodes may still not be accurate owing to inaccurate DSM point heights as stated above. Hence, step (3) interpolates the canyon node heights from the heights of segment nodes that are not affected by the inaccurate DSM points in the canyon. Finally, step (4) adjusts the heights of the DSM points in the canyon. The choice of the two-hop distance in steps (1), (2) and (4) resulted from a process of trial and error with the specific DSM used in the study. 
GRID GENERATION
For the geometry reconstructed in Sect. 2 to be used in an FDTD simulation, the geometry needs to be staircased along a uniform and rectilinear computational grid. The staircasing is performed by the following procedure, which is also schematically illustrated in Fig. 6 , in which the subfigure numbers correspond to the item numbers below.
(1) The geometry reconstructed in Sect. 2 only includes the building roofs and the ground but not the building façades. Hence, connect the corresponding ground and roof outline nodes to create building façades. (2) Append the foundation to create a closed surface geometry in conjunction with the ground and the building roofs and walls. The subject is a 400 Â 300 m 2 area in Niigata prefecture, Japan. The numbers of building outlines in the 2D map and DSM points within the subject area are 54 and 83 841, respectively. The 2D map and the DSM of the subject area are shown in Fig. 7 . The figure is shown in a model coordinate system whose x and y axes are respectively rotated from the east and north directions by 11.3 clockwise, as indicated by the north direction indicators in the figure. The origin of the model coordinate system is located at ð26;087; 159;626Þ [m] in zone VIII of the rectangular plane represented by Japanese Geodetic Datum 2000 [20] . The z axis is taken in the height direction and is given as meters above sea level. It is seen from Fig. 7(a) that large buildings are sparsely distributed in the subject area. The building marked as (A) in Fig. 7(a) will be the subject of the study in the next subsection. It is also seen from Fig. 7(b) that the ground is flat with a height of approximately 25-26 m, except for protrusions corresponding to from roadside trees and parked cars. In the study, these obstacles are modeled as rigid bodies. Setting the correct acoustic transparency for the obstacles is left as a future work.
Creation of the Geometry
The geometry of the subject area is created by the present technique, as shown in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) shows the entire view of the geometry. It is seen that the overall building shapes, especially the roof shapes, as indicated by the height distribution of the DSM shown in Fig. 7(b) , are successfully reconstructed. Figure 8(b) shows a magnified view of the upper left part of Fig. 8(a) . The round shape of the roof of building (A) in Fig. 8(b) is reconstructed well. However, the edges of the roof of building (A) are jagged. Building (B) also appears to have holes along the edges of the roof. Penthouse (C) is reconstructed as a jagged shape. Roadside tree (D) is reconstructed as a mass. These defects indicate limitations in the present technique, which should be addressed in a future study.
For comparison with the reconstructed geometry, another geometry with the roof of each building made flat is also created. The height of each flat roof is the median height of the DSM points that fall within the building outline as shown in Fig. 9 . The geometry with the flat building roofs is of interest because it has been the type of geometry used in former noise-mapping studies using empirical models, such as those in [21, 22] . The validity of not using the arithmetic average but the median of the DSM point heights is explained as follows by considering the DSM point distribution within building (A) in Fig. 7(a) as an example. In Fig. 10(a) , the spatial distribution of the DSM points within building (A) in Fig. 7(a) is plotted. The points are colored by their heights. It can be observed that most of the points have heights of 30-31 m. Thus the building roof appears to be flat. However, there are points with substantially lower heights of approximately 26-27 m near the edges of the building. The low heights presumably originate from measurement errors in LiDAR scanning, where the heights are affected by the ground height. Figure 10 (b) shows a histogram of the DSM point heights binned by 0.1 m intervals. The average and median heights are also denoted. As seen from the figure, the average height of 30.24 m, which is affected by the low heights, is obviously too low to represent the height of the building. In contrast, the median height of 30.54 m, which is also in the modal bin of the histogram, is regarded as a good representative height of the building roof. Figs. 8(a) and 9 . From (A) in Fig. 11(a) , one notices that the raised part of the roof in the reconstructed geometry is missing from the flat-roof geometry, whereas the heights of the remaining parts of the roofs are identical between the geometries. This is because the number of DSM points that fall within the raised part of the roof is slightly smaller than the number that which fall within the remaining part of the roof. In such a case, the median height of the flat roof becomes the height of the lower part of the roof. The same applies to (E) in Fig. 11(b) . From (B) in Fig. 11(a) , the round roof shape is reproduced well in the reconstructed geometry. The triangular roof shapes of (D) and (F) in Fig. 11(b) are also reproduced well. However, the façade of the reconstructed geometry at (C) in Fig. 11(a) is not reproduced as an exactly vertical wall owing to erroneous DSM points that are located slightly inside the building outlines, whose heights are thus affected by the ground height as shown in Fig. 10(a) . While most of the errors are corrected by the extrapolation technique described in Sect. 2.4, it has to be concluded that the technique is not yet perfect.
The computational times required to obtain the reconstructed and flat-roof geometries are 27.2 and 26.0 s, respectively. The computational time of each geometry is obtained on a personal computer by averaging the results of three trials. The memory footprints are 182 MBytes and 169 MBytes for the reconstructed and flat-roof geometries, respectively. The memory footprint of each geometry is the maximum footprint obtained by monitoring a single trial with a 1 s interval. Only 5% and 8% increases in the computational times and memory footprints are seen for the reconstructed geometry, respectively. However, the results may be strongly implementation and input-data dependent.
SIMULATIONS
Numerical Configuration
Full three-dimensional FDTD simulations of acoustic propagation over the reconstructed and flat-roof geometries are performed. The FDTD implementation has been validated by comparisons with analytical solutions [23] . The subject area is bounded by a box-shaped computational domain with opposite vertices at ð0; 0; 22Þ [m] and ð400; 300; 59:5Þ [m]. The domain is spatially discretized by a uniform rectilinear grid of spacing Áx ¼ 0:1 m in the x, y and z directions. With this spacing, the number of grid points amounts to 4;000 Â 3;000 Â 375 % 4:75 Â 10 9 . A perfectly matched layer (PML) [24] Figure 12 shows the configuration of the source line S and the receiver planes R1-R3. 399 point sources are placed with a 1 m spacing from along the source line S on a road at y ¼ 160 m and at 0.3 m above ground level. Assuming road traffic noise sources, an incoherent source model [4] is applied to the point sources.
Following the model, all point sources are given the same short burst pressure waveform of
but have random center times t c (2= Fig. 13 . Figure 13 (a) shows a waveform with a center time of approximately 0.025 s. Figure 13(b) shows that the spectral content extends up to 250-500 Hz and drops rapidly at frequencies higher than 500 Hz. Note that the center times of the waveforms vary between realizations, whereas the power spectral contents are constant.
The upper bound of the frequency contents, which originates from the limitation in computational resources, does not cover the full spectral content of road traffic noise. However, propulsion noises from road vehicles are known to have dominant spectral contents in the 63 Hz and 125 Hz bands [25] . To simulate such noises, the simulations presented in the study are appropriate in their current state. For more generic road traffic noise prediction including tyre-rolling noises, which have broader spectra of more than 1 kHz, larger-scale simulations will be required. Such larger-scale simulations will be a subject of future work.
Receiver R1 is a horizontal terrain-following plane at 1.5 m above the reconstructed ground level. Receiving points are placed on R1 with a uniform spacing of 5 m in the x and y directions. The receiving points are not placed inside the buildings or on ground with a height of more
These locations match the cross sections illustrated in Fig. 11 . The receiving points are placed on these planes with 5 m and 2.5 m spacings in the y and z directions, respectively.
As a reference, a free-field case is also solved. This case has the same source and receiver settings in the same domain with the addition of a PML with a thickness of 20 cell grid points at the bottom of the domain but without the building and ground geometries. Figure 14 (a) shows contour plots of 125 Hz, 250 Hz and 500 Hz octave-band sound pressure levels relative to the free-field levels of the respective octave bands at R1 for the case of the reconstructed roofs. The 500 Hz octaveband results are hereafter biased towards the lower band limit frequency owing to the steep drop of the spectral content of the source in the 500 Hz band, as shown in Fig. 13(b) . It is observed that the relative sound pressure levels near the sources are positive owing to reflections by the buildings alongside the source line. In contrast, negative relative sound pressure levels are observed behind the buildings owing to shielding. The contrast between the positive and negative relative sound pressure levels becomes clearer with increasing frequency. Figure 14 (b) shows the same plots as Fig. 14(a) for the flat-roof case. The contours are similar to those in Fig. 14(a) except for the higher and lower levels at (A) and (B), respectively, across the octave bands. Slight differences from the reconstructed roof case are also observed at (C), where a lower level is observed at 125 Hz and a higher level is observed at 500 Hz.
Results and Discussion
Figure 14(c) shows the level difference between the two cases (reconstructed-roof level minus flat-roof level). As expected from Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), negative level differences of up to 5 dB in magnitude are observed at (D). At (E), positive level differences of up to about 4 dB are observed. At (F), the level differences changes from positive to negative with increasing frequency. The level differences between the reconstructed-roof and flat-roof cases indicate that the reconstruction of the roof shapes is important for predicting sound pressure levels in regions shielded by buildings. Figure 15 plots level differences between the reconstructed-roof and flat-roof cases (reconstructed-roof level minus flat-roof level) at R2. It is noticed that the level differences near the ground do not exactly match those along the dashed line representing R2 in Fig. 14(c) . For example, the positive difference seen on R2 at y ¼ 12:5 m in the 500 Hz plot of Fig. 14(c) is not seen in Fig. 15(c) . This is because of the sparse receiving point spacings of T. OSHIMA et al.: GEOMETRY RECONSTRUCTION FOR REAL-LIFE SIMULATIONS 2.5-5 m, whereas variability of the level differences with the spatial scale of the wavelength (0.687 m at 500 Hz) may exist. The negative level difference of 10 dB in magnitude at (A) is due not to interference but to the raised roof, which is only present in the reconstructed-roof geometry, shown as (A) in Fig. 11(a) . The negative level extending to the ground explains the negative level at (D) in Fig. 14(c) . The level difference of 10 dB at the roof may not have much importance in evaluating the acoustic environment of the building itself. However, if another building is present behind the building, the sound pressure level on the façade of the other building will be substantially affected by the level difference. Also, accurate modeling and prediction of the sound propagation at the roof of a building are of specific importance to the evaluation of noise mitigation measures utilizing roof shape optimization as discussed in [4, 6, 26] . The positive level difference at (B) is due not to interference but to the line of sight from the source, which is obtained only for the reconstructed-roof case and not for the flat-roof case. At (C) where diffractions of (B) by the top edge and the round roof of the building on the left are stronger at 125 Hz than at 500 Hz, the level differences are positive at 125 Hz but negative at 500 Hz. This explains the frequency dependence of (F) in Fig. 14(c) . Figure 16 plots level differences between the reconstructed-roof and flat-roof cases at R3. The negative level differences at (A) and (D) are caused by the attenuation of diffraction at the top edge of the triangular roofs. The positive level differences at (B) correspond to the positive level differences at (E) in Fig. 14 . The positive level difference also corresponds to the positive level difference obtained for the triangular roof configuration illustrated in Fig. 5 of [26] , which specifically studied the effects of the roof shape under idealized two-dimensional conditions. The correspondence qualitatively supports the validity of the present simulations. In [26] , from the results of a sound ray analysis, the positive level difference is explained to originate from multiple reflections of diffracted sound rays by the rear building façades (see Fig. 9 (a) of [26] ). At (C), positive level differences are seen for the same reason as those at (B) in Fig. 15 .
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a geometry reconstruction technique for real-life urban areas in acoustic simulations is presented. The technique uses readily available geographic datasets of a DSM for the reconstruction of the ground and building roof geometries, and a 2D map for the reconstruction of building façade shapes. The technique consists of the following five steps: a setback operation of the building outlines, reconstruction of the roof shapes, extrapolation of the building heights at the roofs, reconstruction of the ground and extrapolation of the building outline heights at the ground. Following the geometry reconstruction, a computational grid is generated. The reconstruction and grid generation techniques are tested over a real-life area in Niigata prefecture, Japan. FDTD simulations are performed over the grid and a free field. For comparison, a simulation is also performed over a grid created from a geometry with the roof of each building made flat at the median height of the DSM points that fall within the building outline. The comparison is of interest because flat roofs correspond to the type of geometry used in former noise-mapping studies using empirical models. The results of the comparison show level differences above and behind the buildings. The maximum level difference of 10 dB in magnitude indicates the necessity of proper reconstruction of the roof shapes in urban acoustic simulations.
However, there are still issues that need to be addressed. The proper setback distance of the building façades needs to be studied. The geometry created by the present technique still has some defects originating from limitations in the technique. The boundary conditions of the buildings and the ground in this study are all rigid. This is because currently there is no way to estimate the acoustic characteristics of surfaces from digital geographic information. The validity of the assumptions introduced in the reconstruction process, such as the 0.15 m setback distance, and the effects of the modeling errors of the reconstructed geometry from the true geometry need to be studied by comparison with a geometry reconstructed from a land survey. The authors have attempted such a survey [27] but have not yet succeeded in the three-dimensional reconstruction of the surveyed area using the results of the survey. Finally, the upper bound of the frequency contents in simulation results, which originates from the limitation in computational resources, does not cover the full spectral content of road traffic noise. Larger-scale simulations than those presented in the study should be performed that can include the full spectral content of road traffic noise.
